Vaccessories Initiates Free Shipping on Orders Above $99
Auckland, New Zealand -3 January 2018. Vaccessories is elated to declare its one of
the most facilitating delivery service. This promising online company who offers the
simple way to purchase Vacuum accessories and bags has started free shipping for
the goods ranging above $99.
January 4, 2018 (FPRC) -- Vaccessories is elated to declare its one of the most facilitating delivery
service. This promising online company who offers the simple way to purchase Vacuum accessories
and bags has started free shipping for the goods ranging above $99.
The customer is just required to make an online purchase over $99. The Vaccessories will be
responsible for dropping these orders without any handling charges.
The Vaccessories has continued its legacy of putting their valued customers at ease. The company
primarily aimed to solve the frequent whine of people finding the perfect bag for their vacuums. That
is why Vaccessories has clearly mentioned the same on their web page as well. It states:
“At Vaccessories we listened to the common complaint of “it is so hard to find the right bag for my
vacuum cleaner ”, and developed our Easy Bag Finder.”
The company is keen to simplify the procedure of finding the right vacuum bags and relevant
accessories. The steps are easy to follow up. They involve selecting the desired brand, models and
within few clicks, the order will be ready for the shipment.
This free shipment offer for the orders greater than $99 will be conveyed under Vaccessories’s
standardized and premium delivery conditions. This is a value-added offer for the customers who
prefer to buy in bulk. Such people can avail the chance of quality vacuum bags and accessories
while saving some extra bucks on the waived off shipment charges.
Like its set delivery standard, this proposal is also subjected to changes in regards to the returns,
exchanges, and cancellation.
This service cannot be availed with the payments from any kind of credit card as Vaccessories do
not deal with such payments at the moment for its services on its Website or merchandise.
The company favors the delivery throughout all the locations of New Zealand. All the delivery
policies set by Vaccessories also applies to this free shipment offer for the orders exceeding $99.
For instance, the expected delivery time can take 3-4 working days. For the items which get out of
stock, the company will communicate the same to the customers through their opted mode of
communication.
Moreover, the company holds the due right to call off the orders if they are thought as suspicious.
The customer needs to provide entire and complete shipment details else the order cannot be
preceded for further consideration under this offer.
Especial mention needs to be made about unreserved nature of Vaccessories. It does not restrict
this free shipment offer on its any specific products. This implies that the customer is free to choose
the wished item. And the only condition that needs to be met is; the total cost of the order must be
surpassing the limit of $99.
The remote regions of New Zealand might take extra time. Even in such cases, the customers can
anticipate a notification from the companies’ side. This proposed shipment proposal is sure to ease
and attract more customers towards online shopping of vacuums through Vaccessories.
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Contact
Website: http://vaccessories.co.nz/
Email: sales@vaccessories.co.nz4
Phone: 0800 570570
Contact Information
For more information contact Adam Hayat of http://https://vaccessories.co.nz/
(http://https://vaccessories.co.nz/)
0800 570570
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